
How Rome Built And America Is Building New
World: A Fascinating Comparison
The historical city of Rome has always been renowned for its architectural
wonders, technological advancements, and remarkable governance structure.
Similarly, in modern times, the United States of America has emerged as a global
superpower, leading with its own set of advancements and a vision to shape a
new world. In this article, we will delve into the fascinating comparison between
how Rome built its empire and how America is building a new world today.

1. Infrastructure and Engineering Marvels

Both Rome and America are known for their extraordinary infrastructure and
engineering marvels that shaped their respective societies. Ancient Rome built
magnificent structures such as the Colosseum, aqueducts, and roads. These
feats of engineering were a testament to their ambition and technological
prowess. Today, America follows suit, constructing massive skyscrapers, vast
highway systems, and iconic landmarks like the Golden Gate Bridge and the
Statue of Liberty. The marvels of infrastructure in both societies stand as a
testament to their vision and progress.

2. Governance and Political Systems

Rome, with its republican system, laid the foundation for modern democratic
governance. The Roman Republic believed in the power of representation, where
elected officials would make decisions on behalf of the citizens. Similarly,
America's democratic system, rooted in its founding principles, establishes a
government of the people, by the people, and for the people. Both Rome and
America have demonstrated the importance of citizen participation and
representation in their political systems.
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3. Military Dominance and Expansion

Rome's military prowess played a fundamental role in its rise to power and
expansion across Europe, North Africa, and parts of Asia. Their highly disciplined
and organized armies conquered vast territories, allowing them to establish a vast
empire. In a similar vein, America's military dominance today allows it to exert
influence on a global scale. With a powerful military presence and alliances
across the world, America's reach extends far beyond its borders, shaping the
new world order.

4. Cultural Influence and Soft Power

Rome's cultural influence spread throughout its empire, leaving an indelible mark
on art, architecture, language, and governance. The Roman model of
governance, law, and language became the foundation for Western civilization.
Today, America's soft power, through its entertainment industry, music, language,
and democratic values, influences cultures worldwide. American films, television
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shows, and music shape popular culture, making it an integral part of the new
world being built.

5. Economic Dominance and Innovation

Rome was among the wealthiest and most prosperous empires of its time, with
trade networks extending across continents. Its economic dominance allowed the
Romans to finance their grand projects and maintain a powerful military. Similarly,
America's economic prowess is unparalleled, with its technological innovations,
scientific advancements, and market dominance. The American economy drives
global commerce and sets trends that shape the future of industries, solidifying
their role in building the new world.

Rome's legacy as an empire built on remarkable engineering, political systems,
military might, and cultural influence continues to inspire generations. As America
builds the new world, it follows a different path but achieves similar outcomes.
Through infrastructure, governance, military power, soft power, and economic
dominance, both Rome and America have left an enduring impact on global
history. The comparison between these two great civilizations highlights the
commonalities and teaches us valuable lessons in our pursuit to build a better
future.
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An acclaimed historian offers an optimistic view of the future of the United States
in the light of Roman history

Maybe the end of the American ascendancy is not upon us. Maybe the U.S. will
continue to dominate the world for centuries. Now award-winning historian
Thomas Madden delivers an optimistic view of our nation's future.

Madden shows that the power of the ancient Roman republic and the U.S. was
built on trust between allies, not the conquest of enemies. The far-reaching
implications of this fact are essential reading for anyone who cares about the
challenges we face now and in the years ahead.

Packed with stories from Roman history that offer amazingly obvious and
explicitly stated parallels to our recent history, Empires of Trust is a narrative
pleasure and a hopeful inspiration.
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The Hidden History In the world of religious study, few books have
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